
Clarifications related to MTCTE 

(Clarifications Set-4) 

 

Issue 60: There have been some news regarding deferment of MTCTE roll out. What is the present 

status?  

Clarification: The Government is considering a progressive roll out. Telephone Instruments, Fax 

machines, Modems, Audio-conferencing devices could be started from 1st October 2018. 

Thereafter, ISDN CPEs, PABX, Radio Equipments, Transmission Equipments, Cordless Phones 

etc. could be started from 1st November, and balance equipments from 1st December 2018 and from 

1st January 2019. Please note that these lists are only indicative and a final decision is yet to be 

taken. 

 

Issue 61: There was a news regarding mandatory local telecom equipment testing deadline being 

extended to March 2019. What is the fact?  

Clarification: The decision to accept test reports from international labs accredited under ILAC 

network until March 2019 has already been taken by Government and has been informed to 

stakeholders from time to time. Accepting international reports amounts to deferring local testing 

requirement. 

 

Issue 62:  a. Whether each different model is to be tested and certified separately? 

 b. Are the family and series schemes applicable in case of MTCTE? What are the details? 

Clarification: Each model of a telecom product needs to tested and certified under MTCTE once. 

However, in the following cases, more than one models can be covered by a single certificate: 

1. Pizza Box Models: In such equipments, generally a single PCB or motherboard is used for 

creating number of different models. These hardware models are created by providing 

different combination or configuration of access ports. In this case, if one pizza box model 

built around a particular motherboard having largest configuration of ports is tested and 

certified, all other models built around the same motherboard with a different lower 

configuration shall be covered by the same certificate. 

2. Chases based Models: Such equipments generally consist of a single chasis with the same 

backplane, and common function cards like processor or logic card, power supply card and 

other common control cards are present in the chasis.  Different hardware variant models 

are formed by inserting different combination of functional cards (like frequency filter cards 

or interface cards) in the chasis. In this case, if one model built on one chasis populated with 

largest variety of interface cards is tested and certified, all other models built around the 

same chasis by inserting another combination of the same or lower number of interfaces 

shall be covered by the same certificate. 

3. Family based Models: Such equipment families generally consist of a number of chases with 

varying capacities, and a large number of cards, all of which can be inserted in any of the 

chases in the family interchangeably. Depending upon customer requirement, different 

combination of chases from the family and different combination of cards are used at one 

site, which can be closely called one model. In this case, if all chases of the family are tested 

and certified separately or collectively, and all cards in the family are tested and certified by 

inserting them in whatsoever chasis, then all other models built by selecting some of the 



chases and some of the cards from the pool of tested chases and cards shall be covered by 

the same certificate. 

The model with largest configuration is called the tested model. 

The other models built around the same motherboard are called Associated Models. 

Maximum 10 number of such associated models can be included in one certificate. 

Model numbers of all associated models need to be indicated in the online application in the 

corresponding BoM file.   

 

Issue 63: Why are there some disparities in respect of same parameter in ERs of different products? 

Clarification: As ERs are developed through MATCOF meetings, differing views might have 

resulted in inclusion of same parameter differently by different divisions. However, while 

transporting these ERs into MTCTE online portal, all such disparities shall be removed and there 

shall be uniformity across all ERs. 

 

Issue 64: I am a foreign OEM/ importer. It has been stated that test reports from international labs 

accredited under ILAC network shall be accepted for a period of six months as a relaxation. The 

test reports of my products are different from TEC ERs in respect of a few parameters e.g. (i) Surge 

test voltage 1KV instead of 2 KV. (ii) Non-availability of protection as per K.21. (iii) Only EMI 

reports available, but not EMC. (iv) Reports for technical parameters not available. What I have is 

only manufacturer’s in-house test reports. Can some parameters be deleted from ERs? 

Clarification: All ERs have been developed through MATCOF meetings as essential requirements 

and cannot be deleted. However, Government may consider postponing requirement of some test 

reports as an interim arrangement, for which you may send request to SrDDG TEC indicating your 

specific requirement. It is reiterated that ultimately all parameters included in ERs are to be 

complied with, after any such interim relaxation, which may be up to a period of six months. 

 

Issue 65: It is stated that test reports must not be older than six months. As this is causing hardship, 

can this period be increased?  

Clarification: A proposal to increase this period to five years is under consideration of Government. 

 

Issue 66: In order to avoid ambiguity, can it be clarified whether the following are covered within 

the scope of MTCTE? Standalone FAX Machines, FAX cards, Multi-functional devices with or 

without wifi/ Ethernet/ NFC/ Bluetooth, Projectors, Medical Equipment, CCTV Cameras, Four 

wheelers with wifi, Air Conditioners with wifi, LED Luminair, Computer Key Board & Mouse, TV 

With wifi, SD Card with wifi? 

Clarification: Except Standalone Fax machine, which is covered by MTCTE, all other items 

mentioned in the list are presently not covered. A separate policy regarding testing of equipments 

with WiFi, BT, NFC, Ethernet etc., if required, shall be notified at a later stage. 

 

Issue 67: There is confusion because Class A and Class B equipments have been defined differently 

as Indoor and Outdoor equipments in respect of EMI/ EMC. Can the equipments be specifically 

indicated as Class A or Class B in the EMI/ EMC requirement?  

Clarification: The suggestion is accepted. Equipments will be indicated as Class A and B separately 

in the ERs while transporting these to MTCTE portal. 

 



Issue 68: Can I use the MTCTE test portal?  

Clarification: The MTCTE test portal is accessible only from TEC and RTECs since a thorough 

security testing is carried out before hosting it on cloud. You may however, contact TC division 

staff of TEC and use test portal by physically coming to TEC or any RTEC. 

 

Issue 69: With so many separate FAQs/ clarifications issued by TEC, it would be difficult to keep 

track of latest status of an issue. Is TEC planning to issue a single document?  

Clarification: A revised MTCTE Procedure is being prepared incorporating all clarifications/ FAQs 

issued so far. This will be put on TEC website shortly. 

 

Issue 70: The ER for product manufactured by me is available on TEC website does not include all 

the interfaces that my product has, though these interfaces are included in some other ERs. Do I 

need to get my product tested against two different ERs?  

Clarification: No. Each product needs to be tested against a unique ER. Option for selecting more 

interfaces shall be available in ER through online portal. 

 

  

 


